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OLIVER

To Oliver

Good luck!
Mum & Dad xxx



Oliver started to get out of bed but didn’t feel 
excited, Oliver felt wobbly and nervous.

“Time to get up Oliver” Mummy called, 
“Today is an exciting day!”



“What if the teacher is a giant monster?” asked
Oliver, “They might gobble me up!”
“Don’t be so silly,” said Mummy.

“What if the bigger boys and girls are too big?” asked
Oliver over breakfast, “I might get squished!” 
“Don’t be so silly,” replied Daddy. 
Oliver wasnt so sure.

OLIVER



They could see the big boys and girls running around
the playground, Oliver held Mummy’s hand 
a little tighter.

The school gates looked big and scary as Mummy,
Daddy and Oliver walked through them.



Near the pegs were the doors to the toilets. There
were toilets for girls and toilets for boys. 
“Put your hand up if you need to go.” said Daddy.

When they got inside, there was a peg with Oliver
written on it. 
“You get your own special peg.” said Mummy.
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Oliver

Oliver kept hold of Mummy’s
hand until they got into the

classroom.

The classroom had tables and chairs. There were
drawers with names on, including one for Oliver.
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Oliver now felt very funny.

Mummy leaned down to give Oliver a kiss. 
“I will come back to get you at the end of school”
she promised and gave Oliver a big smile. 



The teacher was called Miss Fox, and she looked 
very nice. She read everyone’s name out to make 
sure who was there.

Oliver made sure to answer when Miss Fox called
out “Oliver?”



After the register was done Miss Fox asked  
everyone to line up by the door as they were going 
to assembly.

Be a Bookworm

Oliver didn’t know what assembly was but Oliver felt
strange again. 

Oliver



Oliver followed the line and Miss Fox to the big hall in
the middle of the school. Inside were big boys and
girls sat on the floor in rows. 

There was a big space at the front of the hall and
Miss Fox showed Oliver and the new class 
where to sit.



Assembly was fun, they got to stand up and sing 
songs and listen to Mr Badger tell a story.  
Mr Badger is the head teacher and he is  
in charge of the school.
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When they got back to the classroom, Miss Fox
asked everyone to paint their favourite thing. Oliver
loved painting and Miss Fox was very nice. 

She was friendly and gave everyone a kind smile.
The funny feeling in Oliver didn’t feel so funny
anymore.
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